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PROJECT SUMMARY

•

PROJECT AREA- NEW MEDIA

•

SERVICE: Providing professional services such as content development,
designing, social media management, photography and video production.

•

WEBSITE – www.curio.co.in

•

PROJECT PERIOD - January 2019- April 2019

•

PLAN OF ACTION - To create a website and showcase it as my company
profile.

Introduction

For my final project report and comprehensive viva, I have decided to have my own
start-up which caters to the needs of content development. Curio is a team of young
people who are enthusiastic about their work. With three years of experience in
content development, I wanted to pool in strengths and create a one-stop solution for
a client’s content needs. Content development, social media management, graphic
designing, photography, video production- everything under one roof.
This website serves the purpose of showcasing my company profile. All the work that
has been done by me for different clients will be showed to potential clients. It will
serve as an online portfolio that portrays the different types of work we can do. This
also shows the work I have done individually before the commencement of the startup.
In content development, I have covered over 30 different areas. As I cannot upload all
the work due to NDAs (Non-Disclosure Agreement), I will be attaching samples of the
work in the file. I believe in following the ethics of writing and that has been proved
by my work.
This website hasn’t been created with the perspective of solely Indian market. With a
team in Dubai, we plan on targeting international clientele.

COMPONENTS OF WEBSITE
•

Home Page and site-wide template design to ensure an attractive, functional
and consistent appearance of your website.

•

Integrated site navigation to provide clear and consistent access to your site’s
content.

•

Look and feel of your website, including colors, text and graphics, as well as
the way it
functions.

•

A Logo: to be displayed in the left corner of each page of your website.

•

A site map: To provide a list of all pages on your site.

•

Website Search features allowing user to search the

website for content

relevant to
their specific interests.
•

About page that includes:
1) A complete description of you and / or your company
2) Your website and / or company objectives
3) Your name, address, phone numbers and e-mail addresses

•

Feedback: that facilitates the customers to ask some queries about your
products and services.

•

A domain name: Your ‘address’ on the internet, what people type into their
browser to find you. You choose a word or phrase and an extension.
(www.curio.co.in)

•

Web Hosting: The physical place your website resides; includes the computer
(called a server) as well as the connection to the Internet and the technology
that makes your website work.

•

Copyright: Displaying your copyright information at the bottom of each page.
Your copyright might look like this: Copyright @ Year CompanyName

WEBSITE PLANNING
Planning is the most important part of building a website. Before designing a website,
it is necessary to do proper planning as we do in the case of building a house. If you
start building your house without giving a thought of planning, the house may end up
into an uncomfortable dwelling. Therefore, for building a good website proper
planning is required.
The basic steps that help in planning a website are:
•

Define your target audience

•

Organize your concepts and materials

•

Create a directory structure (also called site map)

•

Create a sketch of the pages you intend to create

•

Design and refine the look and feel of the site

WEBSITE DESIGNING

Web design is a broad term used to encompass the way that content (usually
hypertext or hypermedia) is delivered to an end-user through the World Wide Web,
using a web browser or other web-enabled software is displayed.
The intent of web design is to create a website—a collection of online content
including documents and applications that reside on a web server/servers. A website
may include text, images, sounds and other content, and may be interactive.

CONTENT
Such elements as text, forms, images (GIFs, JPEGs, Portable Network Graphics) and
video can be placed on the page using HTML/XHTML/XML tags. Older browsers may
require Plug-ins such as Adobe Flash, QuickTime, Java run-time environment, etc. to
display some media, which are embedded into web page by using HTML/XHTML
tags.
Improvements in browsers' compliance with W3C standards prompted a widespread
acceptance and usage of XHTML/XML in conjunction with Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) to position and manipulate web page elements and objects.

Tricks/tips about web page designing which will help you to design an effective web
page.

•

Present your web page in such a way that the user gets impressed within the
first few seconds of visit.

•

Keep on updating web pages on regular basis by providing fresh and latest
information.

•

Keep your web pages focused. Don’t show everything on one page, use
separate pages
for separate topics.

•

Make sure that the features used in the web site are compatible to all browsers.

•

Ensure that buttons and links in the web site behave as expected.

•

Use compressed images so that web page gets quickly loaded.

ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF WEB DESIGNING

The basic elements and principles involved in web design are true for all other types
of design. These principles will show you the most effective way to put together the
various design elements to come up with a good and effective site. A good web
design company emphasizes the fact that web design is not simply about slapping all
those HTML tags on the page, but it involves the use of web design principles to
build a pleasing and useful web design. Your web design company will need you to
make the most aesthetically attractive and effective web design, so make sure you
keep these elements in mind:
• Balance
• Proportion
• Rhythm
• Emphasis
•

Unity

Content Review
Objectives of the website
1) To create a page for potential clients
2) To create the company profile
3) To create an online portfolio to be viewed by old and new clients alike

A list of work done for clients:
1) Ghostwriting a Novel (Dubai)
2) Operational Manual for Guru Mann’s (International Fitness Icon) Gym GMSA
3) 9 bylines in The Hindu as an intern
4) Brochure for an upcoming multi-brand food outlet zone foodrepublic
5) 124 page catalogue for JVG
6) Creating company profile of Neelkanth Group
7) Creating website content for Kaleidoscope- International Advertising Agency
(Dubai)
8) Curating information and creating content for Gyanberry- Educational Portal
(Dubai)
9) Creating 60 articles every month for an entertainment website
www.tsnplay.com
10)Blog Writing for a communication platform Vemy www.vemy.co (Canada)
11) Creating blogs for different categories for an online magazine Brevity
12) SEO friendly blogs to boost ranking for Listontap (Health, Lifestyle, Travel,
etc.)
13) SEO friendly articles for Addictive Media (Automobile, Digital Marketing,
Plants, etc.)

14)Informative SEO friendly blogs for recruitment & placement solutions provider
Skillwise
15) SEO Friendly articles for a content mediation platform Pepper
16) SEO friendly articles for tactical gear to boost ranking DMA Incorporated
(USA)
17) SEO Friendly articles for sports gear to boost ranking Backwoodsports (USA)
18) Editing for Hookedupon to make articles SEO friendly on Wordpress
19) Editing travel listings and maintaining relations with clients for tourpeer.com
(USA)
20) Copywriting for VLCC Arabia (Dubai)
21) Social Media Management for Kaleidoscope (Dubai)
22) Social Media Management for Meena Jewellers (Dubai)
23) Social Media Management for Danube Home (Dubai)

Work Done

Conclusion
My experience of working with different clients has definitely contributed a lot
in my personal growth. I have learnt how to deal with clients, how to manage a
team, and how to market my work. Being given a chance to lead a team of
enthusiastic and cheerful minds was a repsonsiblity, but an exhilarating
experience nonetheless.
It has been a remarkable experience wherein I have been able to develop my
skills further and gain more experience. I came across new challenges and got
the strength to overcome them with the right guidance.
This project has helped me develop my leadership qualities. It has taught me
how to distribute work properly and get it done in a timely manner. It has
taught me effective time management and has also made me confront the
worst of situations. Overall, it has taught me that every situation is possible but
it can be overcome with handwork and patience.
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